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tinued until 1879. The fundamental difference between the
two phases in their bearing on the working of democracy in
France is that the first failed completely whilst the second sub-
stantially succeeded. The year 1873 saw tne rea^ rout of the
Royalists: the year 1875 saw the real victory of the Conserva-
tives—a constitutional and institutional victory, which the
purely parliamentary triumph of the Republican forces four
years later did not obliterate. Here is the first clue to the para-
dox.
The background to the years 1871-3 is the revolt of the Paris
Commune, the urgent need to liberate French soil and plan
French resurgence, and the clash of rival political parties. The
forces in conflict were the moderate Liberal-Conservatives in
power, led by Thiers; the Republican movement fostered and
led by Gambetta; the Monarchist parties with a two-thirds
majority in the National Assembly; and the small but active
party of Bonapartists. The result was apparent governmental
stability, in face of the national crisis, but a constant seething
and manoeuvring of parties, already lining up for the next
stage of the battle. From this political fluidity was born the
widespread desire for a Conservative regime, whatever its form,
to preserve social order and security.
The regime under which France was governed between 1871
and 1873—usually called 'The Republic of M. Thiers'—was a
rough-and-ready working compromise between the French
tradition of investing 'national sovereignty3 in a single, elected
National Assembly, and the demands of urgent emergency.
The National Assembly which met at Bordeaux in February
1871, had been elected under the shadow of military collapse
and German occupation of the northern provinces. It was for-
mally a carry-over from both the Second Republic of 1848,
under whose laws of elections it had been created, and of the
provisional Republican dictatorship dating from 4 September
1870, when Gambetta's Government of National Defence had
proclaimed a Republic. On all grounds—of inheritance, form,
spirit and leadership—the regime of the Bordeaux Assembly
was a Republic. The Assembly recognized this when, on
17 February, it appointed M. Thiers * Chief of the Executive

